L et U = 0 be the equation to the curve with which the curve V = 0 has an " m-pointic contact;" in other words, let the curves U and V have m consecutive points in common. The degree of contact of which V is capable is equal to the number of independent con stants contained in its equation;
so that, writing / dU ^BU\ . / BU The equations (11.) are, however, not all independent. In the first place, as in (10.) any one of the three equations is a consequence of the other two, so in (12.) any one column or row is a consequence of the other two. Secondly, if any pair of binary com binations of the Ds, e. g. D lD2Y and D2D,Y, be developed, they will, with the help of (10.) or (3.), be found identical. This reduces the system (12.) to three independent conditions, of which is a type; as it should do. These three equations will suffice to determine the three independent constants of Y, when it is capable of a 3-pointic contact, and no more, with U. The actual calculations may be considerably simplified by using, instead of (13.), the following system, V = 0 , DV = 0, D2V = 0 (where, as before, D stands for any one of the symbols D n D2, D3). is a consequence. By way of example, we have for the ordinary tangent
BU\BV , dU \ d ( r \ -P i k ) d i + { a T ; -7^) w + \ P~^~"w ) -D ' • • ( 6 >
The equation of the circle of curvature may be put in the form
to which are to be added, Proceeding by the same principles, we shall have merely to replace □ by D in (15.), and there will result a system of expressions for the constants of the curve V having an m-pointic contact with a given curve U.
The following method of reduction may sometimes be used with advantage. Let *7, . <p, % ■ > '4' stand for the powers and products of the variables forming the various terms of V. Then the coefficients of the curve V having an m-pointic contact with U will be proportional to the determinants of which the following is a type: 
The most convenient method for developing these formulae is to begin with forming the 15 minors derived from the last two lines; and by means of them, the 20 minors derived from the last three lines; and so on. It may be noticed that in order to pass to the corresponding expressions in D, e. g. D" it is only necessary to make |3= 0, y = 0 , and to divide out the as. This gives X=0, BU dy *
The results of the calculations are as follow: the third minors, formed from the two lower lines of (22.), and from the columns the lower constituents of which alone are written down, will be z\ x ? =~z x^, it* y » = -j y^p to which many others might be added.
